Prescription Writing Skills of Doctors Practicing in Dhule City of Maharashtra State: A Cross Sectional Survey
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Due concern growing regarding incomplete or illegible prescriptions, the present survey was undertaken to assess the prescription writing skills of doctors practicing in Dhule city. Material and methods: 286 prescriptions dispensed by various doctors were collected for 5 consecutive days from 5 randomly selected pharmacy shops in Dhule city, Maharashtra state, India. The prescriptions were photocopied and returned to the patients. Collected prescriptions were assessed for patient’s information, doctor’s information and their legibility using predefined criteria by a calibrated examiner. The collected data was analyzed and presented as percentage and frequencies. Results: All the collected prescriptions were lacking one or more aspects of patient’s as well as doctor’s details. About 23.4% prescriptions had poor legibility and 21.3% prescriptions lacked details about more than one drug. Conclusion: The quality and nature of prescriptions written in Dhule city is substandard and it requires use of a standardized prescription format to be used. Also regarding legibility, computerization can be the answer to the problem.
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INTRODUCTION

Prescription writing is one of the core competencies expected from medical fraternity. Prescribing appropriate drugs in correct doses may influence patient’s health positively. Decision-making and proper transcribing are essential qualities of writing an ideal prescription.¹ Proper prescription writing, which is an essential skill for medical practitioners, is the primary intervention that doctors offer to the suffering humanity.² A correct prescription should consist of all the necessary elements to ensure a clear and correct communication between a physician and a pharmacist. Any error in writing a proper prescription leads to prescription errors which in turn lead to medication errors.³ Normal features of a prescription include identity of the patient and physician, information about the drug such as name, correct dose, form, route, timing, frequency and duration of administration.⁵ A prescription error is a failure in the prescription writing process which consists of incorrect information about one or more of these aspects of a prescription. Incorrect prescription writing can not only lead to medication error but also to wastage of resources, adverse clinical effects and economic loss to the patient. Prescription errors usually involve incorrect medication, incorrect dosage, handwriting legibility, lapse in dosage forms, routes.⁶
The periodic evaluation of prescriptions can prove to be important to assess the rational use of drugs in terms of prescribing, dispensing and to evaluate the patient understanding about the use of drugs. Prescription patterns and skills of junior doctors and medical students have been reported in the literature. However, literature about prescription writing skills of the practitioners in India is lacking. Hence the present survey was designed with an aim to assess the quality and content of prescriptions provided by the various doctors practicing in Dhule city, Maharashtra, India. The study did not focus on whether the drugs were indicated for the patient’s illness, but on the layout and content of the prescription. In particular, the study assessed the quality of the prescriptions in terms of the adequacy and clarity of the information contained therein.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

The present study was a descriptive cross-sectional survey conducted to assess prescription writing skills of doctors practicing in Dhule city. Ethical Approval was obtained from Institutional Review Board of ACPM Dental College and Hospital, Dhule. The selected pharmacy shop owners were explained about the purpose of the study and permission was obtained to photocopy the prescription.

**Sample size determination**

A pilot study was conducted on 15 prescriptions to determine the sample size. The prevalence of prescription errors among those 15 prescriptions was found to be approximately 59%. The sample size was determined by fixing probability of committing type I error (α) at 5% and that of type II error (β) at 20% thus maintaining the power at 80%. The minimum sample size obtained was 278. A total of 286 prescription samples were obtained during actual study.

5 pharmacy shops in Dhule city were randomly selected by lottery dip technique for present study. All the prescriptions which were carried to the selected pharmacy shop by patients/others on selected days were included in the study. Prescriptions written on the scrap of paper were excluded.

**Method of data collection**

A detailed schedule of the study was prepared well in advance. As per the schedule, collection of prescriptions at selected pharmacies was done for 5 consecutive days in month of October 2017. The prescriptions obtained therein were photocopied and returned to the patients. The prescriptions were checked for patient’s information, doctor’s information, drug details and its legibility using pre-defined criteria. A single investigator was calibrated to reduce the examiner variability prior to the start of the study. Test retest reliability was assessed on 15 prescriptions and kappa value obtained was 0.78.

**Prescribing criteria format**

A pre-defined prescription format was used for assessment which consisted of following parameters:

1. Patient information: Name, Age, Gender, Address, Contact number
2. Doctor information: Name, Degree, Registration number, Contact number, Signature
3. Clarity of prescription was assessed based on legibility, which was assessed on a 4-point rating scale system:
   - Score 1: Prescription details are clear and legible
   - Score 2: Clear but requires effort to read
   - Score 3: One aspect not clear (patient name/drug name)
   - Score 4: More than one aspect not clear
4. Details of the drug prescribed were assessed on a 4-point rating scale system:
   - Score 1: Clear and legible, Drug details present
   - Score 2: Clear but requires effort to read
   - Score 3: Criteria not met for one drug
   - Score 4: Criteria not met for more than one drug

An overall rating system based on the above criteria was also given:

Scoring: Parameter present (1), absent (0)

Legibility: 1–4
Drug details: 1–4

**Statistical analysis**

The data was compiled using Microsoft excel spreadsheet 2010 and was subjected to statistical analysis using SPSS version 17 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, USA). The data is
RESULTS

A total of 286 prescriptions were procured for the actual study. Out of 286 prescriptions obtained, 266 (93%) had patients’ name mentioned, whereas only 114 (39.9%) prescription had patients’ age mentioned in them. Only 59 (20.6%) prescriptions had patients gender mentioned in them. Patients’ contact details i.e. address, and contact no. were mentioned only in 75 (26.2%) and 24 (8.4%) prescriptions respectively (Table 1). Regarding doctors’ information, 269 (94.1%) and 263 (92%) prescriptions contained doctors’ name and degree respectively. Doctors’ registration number was mentioned only in 193 (67.5%) prescriptions. Only 190 (66.4%) prescriptions were signed by doctors. However, 262 (91.6%) prescriptions had doctors’ contact number mentioned (Table 2). On assessing the legibility of the prescriptions on rating scale, 67 (23.4%) prescriptions found to have score 4 attributing to major prescription errors. 33 (11.5%) prescriptions had score 3, 75 (26.2%) had score 2, whereas 111 (38.8%) prescriptions had score 1 (Table 3). 61 (21.3%) prescriptions lacked details about more than one drug (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

A prescription is a health-care tool employed by a physician or other qualified health care practitioner in the form of instructions that govern the plan of care for an individual patient. The term often refers to a health care provider’s written authorization for a patient to purchase a prescription drug from a pharmacist. Prescriptions may be entered into an electronic medical record system and transmitted electronically to a pharmacy or it may be handwritten on preprinted prescription forms. In some cases, a prescription may be transmitted from the physician to the pharmacist orally by telephone; however, this practice may increase the risk of medical error. The content of a prescription includes the name and address of the prescribing provider and of the patient and any other legal requirement, specific treatment prescribed and an authorized signature. It constitutes a way of communication between a caregiver and a pharmacist. Proper prescription writing is an important aspect and serves as primary intervention that physician offers to the suffering humanity. Hence, prescribing is an important feature of healthcare which if not done carefully may harm the patient.6

The results of this study have thrown light on some important facts. In most prescriptions, one or more aspects of the patient’s personal details were missing (Table 1). In most cases, the concerned doctor’s details were also lacking (Table 2). The legibility of the prescriptions was also doubtful in many cases (Table 3 and 4). This may create problems in maintaining proper records and many medico-legal complications may arise. From the patient’s point of view, he will not be in a position to intimate the doctor concerned if a particular brand of medicine is not available. This puts the responsibility of selecting a proper substitute on the shoulders of the pharmacist.

Among the prescription errors found in the study, most common error was regarding patient information.
Such errors occur because of professional negligence, inadequate knowledge of prescription writing, lack of support staff, doing multiple tasks, tiring or busy schedule. Similar results were obtained in the study conducted by Nagesh et al., and Rathnam et al., where patient's information accounted for approximately 75% and 50% error respectively. Patient identity and contact information are important to ensure that correct patient receives correct medicine and for maintaining patient records also. Also, this information will help pharmacist to contact patient in case of any dispensing error. Next most common error was regarding doctor’s registration number (32.5%) and doctor’s signature (33.6%). These two parameters have been made mandatory by Medical Council of India and Food and Drug Administration, Maharashtra State, India. Doctor’s name and contact information were missing from 5.9% and 8.4% prescriptions respectively. Doctor’s identity and contact info are essential on prescription to ensure timely approach by the pharmacist to the physician for clarification in case of any doubtful prescription.

In the present study, errors related to legibility of prescription were also seen. About 23.4% prescription lacked legibility for more than one aspect of patient/doctor information. About 21.3% prescription lacked clarity and legibility regarding drug details. This is in conformity with the findings of Mendonca et al., where 26% prescription lacked clarity and legibility and were classified as having low legibility or being illegible. The results obtained in the study conducted by Nagesh et al., 37.3% and 52% prescription lacked legibility for more than one aspect of patient/doctor information and clarity and legibility in regard to drug details respectively. Inaccuracy or incompleteness in prescribing or poor handwriting can lead to misinterpretation by pharmacist and can result in errors in drug dispensing. This may also pose a problem in maintaining proper records. Difficult to read handwriting and incomplete medication orders can decrease the efficiency of care and can increase the risk of medication error.

These errors can be minimized by use of pre-printed prescriptions, training assistant staffs who write the prescriptions and informing each patient about the name of the drug and purpose of prescribing it. Patients should also be encouraged to bring the medications purchased to show them to the doctor to identify potential errors. The ideal solution to reduce such errors is digitalization. A well formatted and properly worded prescription format can be used by all the doctors. This will also allow them the flexibility of highlighting the instructions which are already printed on the prescription. Computerized prescription will also allow for maintaining proper record of the medicine which patient has been taking. Computerized prescriptions would ensure legibility and completeness of the prescriptions and would help prevent errors like ordering errors, wrong dose. The findings of the present study along with previously conducted studies highlight the disparity in the nature and content of the layout of the prescriptions throughout India. There is a need to use a standardized ideal prescription format throughout the country.

CONCLUSION

It can be seen from the present study that most of the prescriptions screened were incomplete with one or more aspects missing and some of the prescriptions had poor legibility. Hence it can be concluded that a clear policy about the standard of prescriptions and periodic internal monitoring is the answer for quality prescriptions.
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SUMMARY

The study focuses on prescription writing skills of doctors practicing in Dhule city of Maharashtra state, India. Data regarding knowledge about prescription writing among doctors was lacking which was evident from poorly written prescriptions.
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